ACROSS
1 Duke aboard rickety lagoon craft (7)
5 Sailor replaces litre in Wine Club (7)
9 Relatives contacting society member (5)
10 Extra bit of time after program finale (9)
11 Evil UFO is near Barking (9)
12 Publication retrospectively links these US sites (5)
13 Fish and game by empty dockyard (4)
15 Break up pitted fruit on slate (8)
18 Teacher puts online where Congress may be recorded? (8)
19 Shelter explosive packed with energy (4)
22 Two exchanging positions in disciplinary board (5)
24 Warped statues hot, almost 135 degrees (5-4)
26 Irritable setter’s presented with surgeon’s charge (9)
27 Note about rent is nonsense (5)
28 Quickly move component spinning web? (7)
29 Unfortunate bloke represented as ‘C’ perhaps (7)

DOWN
1 Small model supporting half of huge sign (6)
2 It’s blown by what’s blown (4-5)
3 One in possession of wand errs periodically (5)
4 Upended blue tin ‘A’ holding no reptiles (9)
5 Runs out of adventures in coastal areas (5)
6 Marsupial from group overlooking island bird (9)
7 Brings up first couple having left debts (5)
8 Draw the German somersaulting in rows (6)
14 Old pirate mixed product that might thin beard (9)
16 Hairy brute edges to sequoia with short child (9)
17 Damage vessel inscribed by northern artist (9)
20 Joint oddly supple whenever injected by female (6)
21 Layers underpinning boundaries of ancient city (6)
23 Cold potentially difficult to catch (5)
24 Rather inclined to take third part off Hollywood actress (5)
25 Male sheep mounted by the male gets angry (3,2)

Solution 17,524
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